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Hass Claims Only Socialism Jacobs C o m m e n d s Allen;
CouldRemedyCapitalistllls
by WILLIAM BLOCK
AND KOD WOOD
OCT. 8--Eric Hass, a mainstay
of the Socialist Labor Party,
charged tonight that automation
will create a job problem that
can be solved only by replacing
capitalism with socialism.
Hass, a three-time Presidential
candidate for the Socialist Labor
Party, has been Editor of the
WEEKLY PEOPLE, official organ
of the party, since 1958.
Before a crowd of three hundred
in the Chemistry Auditorium, Hass
spoke for the socialist rejuvenation
of society. He claimed socialism is
the natural successor to capitalism.
Capitalism is, in Hass' opinion,
a "dilapidated building", which reformers would "redecorate" and
revolutionists would "raze" and
"rebuild". Hass stressed that
"capitalism cannot be reformed"
into socialism; it "must be replaced" by socialism.
Hass compared capitalism to a
"rotten dam" which will break with
no warning. He claimed it is a
"dog-eat-dog" system Which operates under a revised Golden Rule-"do unto others before they do
unto you," as typified, he said,
in today's increasingly automated
society.
"It is un-Chrlstian," he said, to
replace a man with a machine.
"About two million jobs per year
are wiped out by automation."
He declared that already "threefifths of the nation live in poverty or deprivation."
Hass explained that in the time
of Thomas Jefferson, Americans

IFC Discusses
Dec. Embassy
OCT. 10 - Joseph Martire, of the
Chapel Cabinet, briefly Informed
the Interfraternity Council tonight,
of plans for this year's Embassy
project.
Embassy, scheduled for Wednesday night December 11, will consist of 15 clergymen of the various
religious
faith discussing some
contemporary religious problem.
Fraternities will select speakers
for their discussion groups.
The topic for this year Is "The
Flight of the Intellectual from the
Church", selected .by Dr. William
A, Johnson, former assistant professor of religion at Trinity.
Dr. Johnson now heads the department of religion at Drew University, in New Jersey. Last year's
topic was "Faith, Morals, and
Medicine",
The problem of thievery in the
North Campus dormitory and several fraternity houses was also
raised at the meeting, chaired by
Arnold Wood. It was suggested
that students observe more caution
and lock their doors. It Is believed
that not students, but outsiders are
responsible.

CHAPEL
Sunday, October 10
10 a.m. Holy Communion
5 p.m. College Vespers
Dr. E. Cherbonnier:
"Is Religion Sentimental?"

owned the tools with which they
worked. Today, he said, people
"sell their labor power as a commodity," Now only the people who
own the machines derive the benefit from them, he remarked.
The "hypothesis of socialism"
advocated by the Socialist Labor
Party seeks "to restore to the
people who do the work the ownership of the tools." The economic means, Hass declared, would
be "not state property", but the
"social property of all the people." His government would be
"based on Industry, not property."
He proclaimed, "We are going to
leave behind, forever, poverty
(and) the peril of nuclear annihilation."
"There is no socialism today
in the world, and there never was,"
asserted Hass. Furthermore, he
charged that there is "no such
thing" as a socialist state, citing
the U.S.S.R. as an example of
merely a "change of masters"
from executive to bureaucrat.
(Continued on Page 2)

Swedes View
Socialist Setup
OCT. 10 - Five former Swedish
exchange students, graduates of the
University of Wisconsin, tonight
combined to present their views
of capitalism in a socialistic society in a discussion sponsored by
the Political Science Club. This
was the second of two programs
sponsored by this club on socialism this week.
Gostra Westring, the eldest of the
group and its spokesman, emphasized that his nation must be
thought of as a capitalistic state
though it Is run by a socialistic
party whose roots are In Marxism.
He pointed out »that the Social
Democratic party Is balanced by
a strong political opposition and a
small change In the electoral
position would change the government.
The Stockholm lawyer analyzed
the Swedish system first from the
point of view of a private Investor
and then of an industrial leader.
He scored two pluses In the
system for the private investor:
1) the political stability brought
about by the strong political opposition to the governing party;
and 2) the "freedom of Investment objects" which allows an
Individual to invest money as he
wishes except in radio and TV
broadcasting, manufacturing liquor
and operating a railroad.
Westring then mentioned three
negative aspects of the system as
seen by the private investor: 1)
the present period of inflation due
to the devaluation of the crown In
the past 10 years; 2) the high direct
taxes and the 6 per cent sales tax;
and 3) the currency regulation
which prohibits the export of
capital for private investment purposes.
He then scored the system seven
favorable to four unfavorable from
the point of view of an industrial
leader.
The favorables were; 1) private
enterprise — 90 percent of Industry Is privately owned; 2) Industry's voice in economic policy
— economic legislation Is sent to a
government study committee com(Continued on Page 4)

350 Participate In March
OCT. 10-Trinity president Albert
C. Jacobs opened a protest march
and rally for Ralph Allen tonight
by telling faculty members and
students that "I am proud" of
Allen's "dedication to the correction" of civil rights grievances.
Some 125 members of the student
body, faculty and administration
participated in the march from the
Brownell statue on campus to the
State Capitol building, where they
were joined by more than 20C
students from other colleges.
Their purpose, as Dr. Jacobs
said, was "to pay tribute to a
Trinity undergraduate because he
had the courage to do something
about his convictions," and to urge
appropriate and competent authorities" to conduct
a "full and
complete
Investigation" of the
charges made against Allen.
Allen, arrested Aug. 8 in Americus, Ga,, on a capital charge of
attempting to incite insurrection,
has been held without ball since
that time. Protests of students,
college
officials, and political
leaders are based on evidence
which indicates Allen has been
unjustly charged.
The representatives from Trinity
marched double file through Hartford to the steps of the State
Capitol, where contingents from
Yale, University of Connecticut,
and Connecticut College, as well
as public school students^ were
assembled.
The short rally included speeches
by civil rights leaders, the reading
of statements from Connecticut
officials, and the singing of freedom songs.
Dr. Philip L. Klntner, professor
of history, commented on the si
of the group, which numbered
approximately 350. "I wish Ralph
Allen were here to see you,"
Kintner said, calling for "more
than simple witness" on the part

ROTC Names
New Officers
Cadet Colonel John C. Hussey
'64 and Cadet Lieutenant Colonel
Peter J. Schaefer '64 have been
appointed Commander and Deputy
Commander respectively of the
110 AFROTC Cadet Corps.
The two were among 23 men
named to higher posts,
AFROTC activities planned for
the coming year include visits
to Air Force bases, a field trip
to the Sikorsky Aircraft plant,
and an orientation flight in an
Air Force C-118 from the USAF,
Reserve Troup Carrier Unit at
Bradley Field, Conn,
Six seniors will soon begin a
thirty-five hour flight instruction
program. In this training, accord-.
Ing to the AFROTC, prospective
pilots are given actual flying ex-"
perience by a local flying school,
AlrKaman, Inc., Bradley Field.
Assistant professor of air science Captain John B. Grasser, a
senior" pilot and until recently the
Air Force Political Affairs Officer at Lajes Air Station in the
Azores, will conduct a fifteen hour
ground school to supplement the
flight training,
Cadets in this flight program will
be eligible for an FAA provate
pilot's license upon completion
of the course requirements.

of those present. He urged, as
did other leaders, writing to
congressmen and state officials
to protest Allen's arrest.
John H. Chatfield '64, who had
worked with the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC), commented on what he
called "hideous"
conditions in
Americus, citing
examples of
police brutality.

apparent inability to act against
charges of police brutality, turned
the rally over to letters from
"Congressmen
who have made
much stronger statements than
the Justice Department officials
who are right down the street from
them."
Statements were read from Governor JohnDempsey, U.S. Senators
Thomas J. Dodd and Abraham
Rlbicoff, ana from U.S. Represent"What we are doing for one day ative Emllio Q. Daddarlo.
out of the year," Chatfield said,
Daddario charged that the Justice
"is being done by 14-, 15-, and Department
has taken a "most
16-year - olds every day."
conservative
position when it
argues that it does not have the
"Protests like this," he added, jurisdiction" to investigate Allen's
"will begin to correct the sit- case.
uation." Chatfield, criticising the
Rlbicoff said he had been "in
Justice Department for their
(Continued on Page 2)

A CONTINGENT of the 125 Trinity participants in the protest
for Ralph Allen march last night pass through Downes Memorial
Arch. In the light suit is Dr. Thaodor Mauch, associate professor
of religion. Behind him is Doug Frost Assistant Director of Development.
(Rdell Photo)

Gov. Dempsey's Statement
Ralph Allen, a young man from our neighboring state of
Massachusetts who came to (Connecticut to complete Ms education at Trinity College, has brought credit to our state by his
courageous work in behalf of civil rights in the Soiith.
I am proud of this Connecticut student. I know that my
pride is shared by every Connecticut citizen sincerely concerned
for the establishment of true equality throughout our nation.
Ralph Allen's efforts in behalf of citizens seeking to obtain
their rights are in themselves an effective answer to those who
would condemn all the youth and young people of this nation because of the irresponsible antics of a few. Ralph Allen went to
the State of Georgia on a responsible and serious mission. By all
accounts, he was carrying it out well until August 8 of this year.
On that date, as you all know, he was seized and thrust into
jail, illegally we believe. Denied bail, he remains behind bars
awaiting trial on serious charges.
We question whether the evidence against him warrants
such charges; or, indeed, any charges.
The request of the Trinity College Student Senate that there
be a complete investigation of the Ralph Allen case by appropriate authorities is a proper and reasonable one. It has my full
support, and 1 have so informed Attorney General Robert
Kennedy.
You who have responded to the call of the Committee for
Ralph Allen to attend this rally are here for a worthy purpose. I
commend your presence on this occasion and regret that I am
unable to be with you.
My deepest sympathy goes out to Ralph Allen, his family
and his friends and associates.
I call upon all men of good will to redouble their efforts in
behalf of the cause of civil rights to make certain that the suffering of Ralph Allen, and of all the others who have become
casualties in this' struggle, shall not have been in vain.
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Campus Notes
GREEK SUDES
A program entitled "Traveling
in Greece" will be sponsored by
the International Students Organization at 8 p.m. today in Wean
Lounge. Charles Sgoutas and Peter Perhonis wil present film
slides and commentary. Coffee
will be served.

SENIOR MEETING
The senior class will meet on
Monday, at 1:00 p.m., in the Chemistry Auditorium.

TEXTBOOKS RETURN
Textbooks
will be returned
beginning Monday. Students are
therefore advised to purchase what
they need now.

(Continued from Page 1)
In a true socialist society Hass
said that overything affecting the
economy would be socialized by
the Socialist Industrial Congress,
thus forming a non-bureaucratic
democracy. The emphasis of the
economy would change dramatically, he added, from "how many
shoes can we sell" to "how many
shoes do we need." He claimed
that "we will produce all the multitude of things that people NEED,"
thus abolishing the concepts of
competition and profit.
During the question and answer
period which followed his talk,
Hass answered queries about
specific controls in his socialism
with "This is the hypothesis of
socialism." Questioned concerning
control of national defense, he explained that socialism would also
be world-wide, that the international friction "caused by capitalism" would be erased, and thus
that there would be no need for
national defense.

March...

OCT. 8—David
Charlesworth
was today elected president of
the class of 1966. In an election
in which 182 out of 270 sophomores voted, or 67.4%, Bim Pickett was chosen secretary-treasurer.

GERMAN TEACHERS
The American Association of
Teachers of German will meet
tomorrow in Wean Lounge and
Hamlin Hall.

ANYTHING ELSE?
In case we have forgotten anything else, this space is devoted
to those who wish to tie a string
around their finger instead of
reading.

(Continued from Page 1)
touch" with Allen's case, and Dodd
called the Americus situation "one
of the most glaring examples" of
misuse of the law. "We must protest" the misuse of the law, Dodd
stated.
Governor Dempsey's statement
is. printed in this issue of the
TRIPOD.
Dempsey's statement was read
by government professor Leon L
Salomon, who said "it remains
for us to do whatever we can to
help the hundreds of people who
have
been in and out of the
Americus jail as if it had revolving doors." It is through "strong
pressure on the Justice Department and
Congress" that the
situation in Americus can be
corrected, Solomon said.
The rally ended quietly at 9
p.m.

Campus Notes

PETER SELLERS
in
WEEKDAYS
1:20

HMVMS
ABOVE!

All organizations on campus are
reminded that notices about their
clubs should be brought to the
Tripod as early as possible to
insure inclusion in Campus Notes.
There will be a dance at Sarah
Lawrence College, this evening.
A mixer will be held tonight at
8 p.m. in the student center of
St. Joseph's College.

"Simply glorious."
. -N.Y.

Posl

"Devastating to the
well-tuned funny
bone... Britain's
Brothers Boulting
are at it againmaking fun of
institutions in
a devilishly
wry and
satiric way."
- N . y Times

PRESENT

-N.y. News
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I Silent Participation
by ROBERT MITCHELL

The falluuHny urliclr, contributed by Robert Mitchell 'M,
conn idem the. work done, by nt-u~
dents in the North End of
Hartford.
Classes have begun at Trinity
and already a pattern has boon
established, a pattern that is
similar in many w#ys to social
and economic patterns of living
all over the country. Life In
the Northern
section
of the
U.S.
is generally
segregated
racially, as evidenced by .schools,
churches, parties, colleges, labor
forces, advertisements, bridge
clubs, TV, and the phrase"the
Negro section of town",
Tlio
most disturbing aspect of this extensive separation by group Is that
it is the result of normal living;
in turn, this subconscious separation sows the seeds of misconception and superstition.
That
is, a Trinity man, lacking everyday contact and communication
with the dark-skinned population,
probably will not develop to a
position of consciously acknowledging the great needs of North
Hartford,
And this absence of
real awareness is the one common
denominator of those of us who
follow a pattern of participating
in a separated society.
Hopefully most will read the above
paragraph again, because It is
important to realize why we do
not know much about Puerto Rlcan
attitudes on social 11/e, sex, and
white folks. How many understand
why a Negro virtually will not
enter a funeral home at night?
How am I able to inspect a list
of the country's Episcopal priests
and pick out the Negroes on that
list?
Silent Participation
If we are now clear on the concept of a pattern of silent participation, it should be Interesting
to discover what happened when
a few college students left this
pattern to work in Hartford's predominately Negro North End,
An initial group of three Trinity
students and Peter Merrill 'G2
opened an office of the Northern
Student Movement In January,
1963, in order to facilitate grass
roots contact ("walking and talking" door-to-door is a student
aptitude) with the Negro community. First efforts, though at times
weakly conceived, produced
a
tutorial project involving many
Trinity students and a successful clothing drive for Mississippi
Negroes.
By June, a full-time staff of
twenty people, equally composed
of college and community workers,
had been established, With the
aid of two foundation grants, NSM
was able to administer tutorial
art, music, drama, and mental
hygiene programs, Then, affected
by increasing involvement with
an awareness of the community's
needs and desires, the NSM staff
reviewed its program.
It was evident from suggestions
by people In the community meetIngs that there were many probr — s f a e l "g a r e a residents which

$875
Good Working Condition

mm

the above educational and cultural
programs could not meet. Since
the nature of the additional efforts was primarily that of community progress, the North End
Community
Action
Project
(NK(.'AI') was formed with community and student leadership.
Most now hold the belief that all
elements of the discrimination
cycle must be dealt with.
Practical problem: A child attending the most effective school
may still live with rats, have an
unemployed father, and play with
emotionally frustrated friends.
Thus NKCAP raised strongly the
moral issues of merit employment,
slum-lording, and responsibility of
city government. Joshua Smith '65
Is currently assisting the tenants
surrounding a vacant lot near
Kennedy Street In their efforts
to form a backyard commons for
child and adult recreation.
A View, of Freedom
Projects such as this stimulate
now hope In the future as lllustrated by the true story of the
little lx>y who knew that his mother
was going to demonstrate at City
Hall and that she might go to
jail; tin? child's parting request
was that she bring him back "a
piece of fret'dom",
Whmi an Individual steps out of
the white middle class pattern, he
will become aware of the vast
amount of financial prudence being
practiced by Negro women In their
attempts to .support a family of six
on $70 per month welfare money.
He will be awakened to the fact that
while some college freshmen would
find it difficult to live Independently, four year old children In the
North Knd of Hartford are forced to
shift for themselves while parents
work,
NKCAP and NSM have been valuable to the oppressed community
because they promoted a sense
of individual value and Independence which motivates greater recognition and use of special skills.
Many participants In NSM and
NKCAP activities have returned
to school, some Initiated cleanup campaigns, a few set aside
a room In the .home for study,
and others are carrying
on
independent tutoring.
The benefit of the student movement to the white community has
been that there must now be some
conscious consideration of what
part race plays in Hartford living.
During the active summer there
were major favorable statements
by the Chamber of Commerce,
the Greater Hartford Council of
Churches, the City of Hartford,
the Jaycees, and the WKSTHARTFOHl) NEWS—evidtsnee of Issues
having been raised.
In this unfortunately brief exposure, the student movement in
Hartford hopefully appeared to be
effective, and the Trinity undergraduates may have been able to
conceive of the potential a few
more college individuals will have.
Men with college backgrounds have
Important contributions to make,
will discover significant understandings, and are very much
needed.

CALL: 2894H0

Did you know that a total of
402, or 7B per cent, of 1903 graduates are continuing their education?
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§King Arthur and Crew
LETTERS
1
Wind Up In A Stew \ to the editor
*'

by NICK CANTOR
OCT. 8 - Fairy Tales don't always end with a "happily ever after".
A case in point is CAMELOT which opened this evening for a five
night engagement at the Bushnell.
CAMELOT attempts to follow the life of the mythical English
king Arthur, from his marriage with Guenevere to the dissolution of
his kingdom by civil war. All the elements of the well known tale
are contained within the plot: Arthur's strong love for Guenevere,
the love triangle of Arthur, Guenevere, and Lancelot, the evil Mordred, the accusation of treason of Guenevere and Lancelot, and finally the despair of Arthur, Guenevere and Lancelot, when they find
all of their dreams dispelled in the smoke of civil war.
CAMELOT has much more to offer than its exciting plot. Namely,
its marvelous, tuneful musical score, Its beautiful settings and its
cdstumes. The musical score of Camelot ranges from the wistful
"Lusty Month of May" and the comical "What Do the Simple Folk
Do?" to the hauntingly beautiful melodies, "I loved you Once in Silence" and "How to Handle a Woman". Lerner and Loewe, composers
of MY FAIR LADY, have once again proven themselves masters of
wit and human feelings which they capably represent in music.
McGuire Not the Best of Arthurs
The National touring cast of CAMELQT is for the most part, rather
disappointing. Biff McGuire would make a good Arthur but for a few
inadequacies. He turned his British accent on and off like a light
switch, and off far more than on. Secondly, when McGuire sings on
key, which in all fairness, is most of the time, he still fails to show
any sense of musical timing and either precedes or follows the orchestra by several bars. As an actor, McGuire showed definite signs
of prowess. However, due to his faulty accent and sense of timing,
he has not given us, in Panglosian phraseology, "the best of all possible" Arthurs.
Lancelot is portrayed (?) by Sean Garrison. Perhaps it is unfair
to generalize about Mr. Garrison's ability to act or sing, but his role
of Lancelot seems to prove that he can't do either. His musical voice
defies description. It suffices to say that he can't sing. And that he
was an unconvincing Lancelot as well is a gross understatement.
The saving graces of the cast were Jeannie Carson, as Guenevere,
Melville Cooper as Pellinore. and Brandon Burke as Mordred. Melville Cooper as king j Pe*llinore provided most of the comic relief
of the show, and was a most amusing old English nobleman; "what,
what, what?" Brandon Burke, as the villainous Mordred, was also
an asset.
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To the Editor;
The 1963 IVY chose as itstheme
, a bell. If the Trinity man is as
this production suggests, the bell
is tolling for thee, Trinity. Perhaps the class of 1964 can prevent being saddled for life with
an atrocity such as this if they
investigate the plans for their
IVY.
The '63 IVY brought the Trinity
man to the level of the common
dog. (Or has the common dog
reached the level of the Trinity
man?).
It makes clear, however, that the Trinity man Is In
fact not an animal, because animals don't drink as much as a
Trinity man.
Was the section which might be
entitled "Playboy with Clothes"
necessary? Women are a part
of Trinity life to be sure, but
don't most of them have heads
and feet?
When I showed the IVY to several
persons,
the reaction was,
"Friend, what is this 'Trinity'?1*
I will not degrade Trinity by
freely exhibiting this book.
RICHARD L. KROLL '63
To the Editor:

Lest we should upset it in our
haste to get on the "Right the
wrongs done to Ralph Allen" bandMiss Carson Is an Enchanting Guenevere
wagon, let's step back a moment
and analyze the situation.
Jeannie Carson is a charming Guenevere. Her British accent is
Who is Ralph Allen? From what
delightful, her dancing excellent, her singing exquisite. Miss Carson
has complete command of herself and of the character she portrays. I have been able to learn (and
Usually, members of touring casts will imitate the original cast I'll freely admit that it's at LEAST
star. It is to Miss Carson's credit that she does not become Julie second, hand Information), Allen
Andrews. She becomes Guenevere, instead, and her Guenevere is is a rather disreputable person,
who, unable to find the overwhelmenchanting - if only the rest of the cast were as good.
ing acceptance and admiration that
Take away CAMELOT'S relatively weak cast, and it becomes he sought at Trinity, decided to
something more than a rehashing or re-accounting of the "Arthurian" make a name for himself otherlegend. It adds a new dimension to the characters involved. Arthur wise. It is unfortunate that he
is portrayed as a well meaning, warm hearted, though basically chose to accomplish this by going
unintelligent man, trying to do what he thinks is right He is not the fault- to the South to stir up trouble
less warrior of the legend. He trembles at the thought of meeting his in the guise of "a savior bringing
future bride. He doubts his own capabilities and worries over the choices freedom
to
the downtrodden
he has made. Guevevere steps down from the realm of heaven, as well, masses".
and becomes not the godly Guenevere, but the vivacious, fun loving
It seems that Allen and his "free'"Jenny".
dom worker" cohorts would have
CAMELOT has taken the tale and, like a Renaissance painting, gotten the message by now that
breathed new life into it; given It the breath of humanism. This is they are not wanted In the South.
not the IDYLLS OF THE KING by Tennyson. Nor is it Mallory's Why should they, who have no
MORTE D'ARTHUR. It Is a story about people trying to do what is understanding of the problems
right, but only entangling themselves in the complex of human des- which have existed for at least
tinies. Their problems are universal because they are human prob- a century and a half, come down
lems. But intermixed with this universality is the eternally popular now and try to change the situatale of Arthur. "Ask every person If he's heard the story. And tell tion overnight? It is a lot easier
It strong and clear if he has not. That once there was a fleeting wisp to see (and criticize) one's neighof glory, called Camelot."
bor's faults and mistakes than
one's own.
Why not leave the South lo solve
its own problems? (There are
problems here which desperately
need solving, too.) Leadership
Is emerging in the South (in MOST
places), both at local and state
Lost
levels, which is ready and willing
to sit down with the Negro people
and work out some of the differences.
But the Negro (and
his "saviors"), and this cannot
be emphasized too heavily, can
and will seriously hurt their cause
by pressing too hard for too much
and
too soon. Problems which have
existed so long are not readily
solved overnight..
Finally, Trinity seems to be
becoming inflamed primarily on
the basis of several of Allen's
Pound
letters. Could he not be a little
biased? Careful reading between
the lines points up that Allen may
not be telling us the whole story.
This should in no way be construed as an attempt to sanction
or condone the
officials in
Amerlcus, Georgia. It is simply a
plea to let the South solve Its own
problems which It can and will. It
is also meant to show that despite
FOUND: One potted elm, near vicitity of busy Jones in- popular belief, Trinity is NOT
tersection at morning rush hour. Condition, slightly flushed unanimously behind Ralph Allen.
due to elm blight. May not be claimed at Tripod Ottice.
y
CHARLES E. WADDELL '06
'
(McDaniel Photo)

On Campus
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{By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" and,
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek")

BOOM!
Today, foregoing levity, let us turn our keen young minds to
the principal problem facing American colleges today: the
population explosion. Only last week four people exploded in
Cleveland, Ohio—one of them while carrying a plate of soup.
In case you're thinking such a thing couldn't happen anywhere
but in Cleveland, let me tell you about two other cases last
week—a 45-year-old man in Provo, Utah, and a 19-year-old
girl in Northfield, Minnesota. And, in addition, there was a
near miss in High Point, North Carolina—an eight-year-old
boy who was sa\rd only by the quick thinking of his cat, Fred, who
pushed the phone off the hook with his muzzle and dialed the
department of weights and measures. (It would, perhaps, have
been more logical for Fred to dial the fire department, but one
can hardly expect a cat to summon a fire engine which is followed by a Dalmatian, can one?)
But I digress. The population explosion, I say, is upon us.
It is, of course, cause for concern but not for alarm, because I
feel sure that science will ultimately find an answer. After all,

has not science in recent years brought us such marvels as the
maser, the bevatron, and the Marlboro filter? Oh, what a saga
of science was the discovery of the Marlboro filter! Oh, what a
heart-rending epic of trial and error, of dedication and perseverance! And, in the end, what a triumph it was when the
Marlboro resaarch team, after years of testing and discarding
one filter material after another—iron, nickel, tin, antimony,
obsidian, poundcake—finally emerged, tired but happy, from
their laboratory, carrying in their hands the perfect filter
cigarette! Indeed, what rejoicing there still is whenever we
light up a Marlboro which comes to us in soft pack and FiipTop Box in all fifty states and Cleveland!
Yes, science will ultimately solve the problems arising from
the population explosion, but meanwhile America's colleges
are in dire straits. Where can we find classrooms and teachers
for today's gigantic influx of students?
Well sir, some say the solution is to adopt the trimester system. This system, already in use at many colleges, eliminates
summer vacations, has three semesters per annum instead of
two, and compresses a four-year-eourse into three years.
This is, of course, good, but is it good enough? Even under
the trimester system the student has occasional days off. Moreover, his nights are utterly wasted in sleeping. Is this the kind
of all-out attack that is indicated?
I say no. I say desperate situations call for desperate remedies. I say that partial measures will not solve this crisis. I
say we must do no less than go to school every single day of
the year. But that is not all. I say we must go to school 24
hours of every day!
The benefits of such a program are, as you can see, obvious.
First of all, the classroom shortage will disappear because all
the dormitories can be converted into classrooms. Second, the
teacher shortage will disappear because all the night watchmen
can be put to work teaching solid'state physics and Restoration
drama. And finally, overcrowding will disappear because everybody will quit school.
Any further questions?
© i«a3 M« stuimau

Yes, one further question: the makers of Marlboro, mho
sponsor this column, would like to know whether you have
tried a Marlboro lately. It's the filter cigarette with a man's
world of flavor. Settle back and enjoy one soon
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THE TEINITY TRIPOD

Strong Defensive Jumbos
Could Hamper Jessemen
BY JACKO'NKil,

THE CROSS COUNTRY season opens next
Tuesday, Oct. 15, and in anticipation of
this date, the members of the squad are
undergoing rigorous daily work-outs. Here
they gather before their running. Last

Tuesday the harriers jogged a distance of
11 Yz miles around West Hartford. # When
they meet the Coast Guard Academy, however, the distance will "only" be 3.89
miles.

Improved Teamwork Enables Booters
To Clip U. of Mass. In Close Contest
By MIKE WEINBERG
OCT. 9--The Bantams won their
second consecutive soccer game of
the season by outhustling a strong
University of Massachusetts squad
5-3 today.
For Coach Roy Dath, the home
victory was doubly pleasing. Not
only did the Bantams come from
behind to up-end one of their
strongest opponents of the season, but also showed a marked
improvement as far as team-work
is concerned.
The visitor's Tom Astaldi began
what amounted to be an explosive
first period by booting in a corner' shot after 1:08 of playing

Lambert Cup
In the weekly balloting
for the Lambert Trophy,
symbolizing Eastern - small
college football supremacy,
the Trinity Bantams were
tied for fifth place with
Bowdoin College. The University of Delaware was top
team in the pole, while Amherst was a close second, according to the New York
Times, October 10, 1963.
TANKER JACKETS
Reg. Val. $15.50
Special Price
$12.95

time had elapsed. It took the Blueand Gold several minutes to get
rolling, but as the clock read
7:30, Jim DeVou flipped a pass
to Bob Ochs who promptly booted
it into the net for the tying goal.
Thirty seconds later, Dave Cantrell put the Bantams ahead to
stay by blasting the ball into the
cords. Midway through the first
quarter, Massachusetts had a
"golden opportunity" to tie the
score, as Trinity's goalie was
caught out of the cage, but In
their haste to score, U.M. kicked
the ball out of bounds.
The next Bantam score came
early in the second quarter. Ousmann Sallah, who electrified the
crowd with his fancy dribbling,
drove up the middle, only to be
fouled. Dan Swander was awarded
the penalty shot and promptly completed the scoring play despite a
fine effort by the Massachusetts
goalie Dick Stewart.
Pat McDevitt made the score
3-2 with 5:15 gone in the second
period. The University of Massachusetts center-forward placed
a shot between the posts from the
left side of the field, and that
concluded the first half scoring.
After the intermission, the Bantams tried vainly to mount a strong
offensive attack. Four times in a
row the Trinity booters kicked
the ball over the cage from within ten yards. To add to this frustration, Stewart made two diving
saves on would be goals.
Tom Seddon finally ended the

HOODED PARKAS

FUR LINED HOODS
$19.50

No Question About It —

No Matter How You Look
At It

Lev! Jackets Or Dungarees

In All Colors At Reasonable
Prices
A Tremendous Line of
AH Wool Sweaters
or Slipons,, Leather Patch
Sleeves At A Great Saving

LOWS
WORKBNGMEN'S
STORE
80 Asylum St.

The fifth and final Trinity tally
came in the final quarter. Bob,
Golub found the range after 3:35.
McDevitt added Massachusetts'
last counter on a break-away drive
late in the game.
Although the score was close
throughout most of the contest,
it was no Indication of the game
that was being played. The Bantams did a masterful job of controlling the ball; and most of the
first half was played deep in the
Massachusetts territory.
The passing and dribbling were,
in most cases, very accurate, and
the maneuvers of the Blue-and
Gold took many scoring opportunities away from the visitors. Goalie Bill Schweitzer did a fine job,
although he was not called upon
to make an over-abundance of
saves.
Massachusetts, which boasts an
honorable mention All-American
at right-fullback, now has a season log of 0-4. The booters have
faced extremely tough opposition
in Army, Williams, and the Coast
Guard Academy.

LEARN TO BOX!
Be A Master In The A r t of
Self-Defense

Reg. Army Style

INSULATED BOOTS
OR SHOES $12.95
Other Style Shoes Or
Oxfords $5.95 up

drought with 17:00 gone by in the
period, Ochs attempted a shot
which was blocked by the goalie.
On the rebound, Seddon neatly
tapped it out of everyone's reach
and into the net

TOMMY'S
BARBER SHOP

is tops for professional service. Make it a point to get
your next haircut there.
You will be convinced.
105 New Britain Avenue,
Near Broad Street
1 Minute Walk F,rom
Field House

Expert Trainers' Secrets Can
Be Yours! No Equipment
Needed. Form A Campus
Boxing Club Among Your
Friends For Fun, Self-Confidence and Real Physical Fitness. Complete Brochure and
Lessons One Dollar. Send to:
PHYSICAL ARTS GYM,
363 Clinton St., Hempstead,
Long: Island, N. Y,

may be used in his place, however
Tufts this week lost quarterback
Steve Kiirp duo to a shoulder
Injury so the assignment will g0
to John Nyhan, a 0'0'', 105 pound
junior lottcrmni).
For Tufts, who has won six of
the last seven contests against
Trinity, an experienced quarterback, two fine ends and two excellent numerB should provide
them with a powerful offense. A
defensively
toup;h yet _ Inexperienced Urn: should keep frlnscorlnc at a minimum.
The Bantams, on the other hand,
may find their chances for victory
hampered
due to the Injuries
sustained by Krai Prlllaman, Dee
Kolewe and Terry Oulundsen In
the St. Lawrence game, All three
are expected to be In the line-up
but they will probably see only
limited action.
Trinity will be looking for Its
third straight win of the season
and a deciding factor again may
be the lino, especially if Tufts
keeps to the ground as expected.

The thus far undefeated Bantams
take on the Jumbos from Medfortl,
Mass, at 1:30 tomorrow for the
twenty-second meetingbetween the
two clubs.
.Tufts, who lias lost to nowdoin
and Colby so far this year will
come to Hartford looking tor their
first season victory.
Due to the loss of several senior
lettermen Including Little All-American Ron Deveaux (who Ralimd
more yardage in Ills three years
than all the Jumbos' opponents
combined), Tufts may find it Impossible to duplicate the 4 2 - 8
shellacking they gave Trinity last
year. Coach Harry Arlanson has
eight returning veterans, a comparatively small line, and a potentially powerful backfleld.
THE TUFTS LINE which Is made
up of four returning lettermen,
averages 194 and Is strong defensively. The strength of the Itfront wall will probably be found
at the guards where Bob Serlno,
a 5' 1 1 " IBS pound senior and
Bob Long, a fi'9" 183 pound Jun'SWAMI'S PREDICTION:
ior have seen a great deal of
action over the past two years.
Trinity 21 <*•"
At the tackles will bo Stove Morad,
*1*
S'H',
330 and Richard Pallan,
6'1", 195. Neither man has lettered
and the '63 campaign Is the first
consistent action they have soon.
The two ends, co-captaln Tim
Brannan, G'l", 190, ami Pete
Smith, a Junior who is G'0", and
188, should make excellent targets
and, will be key figures In Tufts
aerial attack. At center will bo
Joe Lackowltz who Is G'0",200.
THE BACKFIELD Is a little more
appealing to Tufts' fans especially
with the return of co-captaln Ralph
Doran, who at halfback was the
leading ground gainer and scorer
behind Deveaux last season. Doran,
5'10", 185, is fast and powerful
and along with the other scatback,junior letterwlnner Pete Frigon,
(Continued from Page 1)
5'8", 170, will provide the Jumbos
with a formidable scoring punch. posed of representatives of all
At fullback will be Ron Felix, fields of Interest which drafts a
a 6'2", 172 pound Junior who Is resolution to be went to various
looking for his first letter. Doran private organizations for further
comments, after which It Is sent
to Parliament for enactment; 3)
— —
COLLEND1UM ——— .skilled labor as a result of the
cooperation between organizations
A recent Issue of the Daily TAR on the labor market and governHEEL contains an article about ment labor agencies; 4) labor peace
an uneducated farmer who intends —man days lost for strikes and
to run for governor of North lockouts In Sweden are 12 times
Carolina, "The 51 year old plum- less than In Great Britain and 50
ber is the first gubernatorial times less than In the U.S.; 5)
candidate for 1964 who has paid taxes - - are only 2.4 per cent of
the $250 filing fee," reported the Sweden's gross national product
Tar Heel, It -was also stated that compared with 4.9 per cent of
he plans to conduct his campaign that of the U.S. Corporate taxes
with his banjo through rural areas don't feel the impact of the reand small towns. The Tar Heel distribution of income; 6) there
contained several rather pointed are only two restrictions In antiquotes from the colorful, if un- trust laws — fixing retail prices
qualified, Raymond S. Stansbury. and Joint bidding for the purpose
"I went to school ,„ once, in of misleading others; and 7) only
limited competition from cooperaplace of my brother."
"I've got a lot of planning to do. tive and state-owned industries,
Unfavorable to the IndustrlalleaI figure I'll have my plans before roundup time fall after this de"r, according to Westrlng, would
be: 1) the shortage of labor due to
coming.
"I'm a poor man, I understand the government's policy of keeping
all those fellas back in the woods." employment over 98 per cent of the
working force; 2) high labor costs
The BUCKNELLIAN Reports that due to the labor shortage; 3) the
at the beginning of the 1963-1984 redistribution of income, welfare
academic year, 125 students were and retirement plans which take
without rooms. This shortage wap much of their incomes from indue to discrimination on the part dustry; and 4) Sweden's interof some private landlords" but national trade policy which has althe situation was soon cleared ways been one of open doors Wltn
small protective tariffs.
up, according to the paper.
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